Determination of the chemical shielding tensor orientation from two or one of the three conventional rotations of a single crystal.
Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is an immensely useful interaction to study the structure, dynamics, and function of a wide variety of chemical and biological molecules. Traditionally the only unambiguous way to determine both the principal values and the orientation of the principal axes of the CSA tensor has been to follow the chemical shift frequency changes as a crystal of known structure is rotated relative to the direction of the external magnetic field. This classic method employs rotations about three mutually orthogonal axes of a single crystal. It is shown here that just two, or one, of the above rotations suffice to determine the CSA tensor orientation by borrowing, the easy to obtain, principal values of CSA from an independent source. Methods for using two rotation patterns or even a single rotation pattern are described and illustrated with known chemical shielding tensors.